ANTIMUTILATION TAPE

Description:
Automotive Protective Tapes 2009W, 4009W, and 6009W have a medium-tack adhesive system to help provide temporary protection for many painted metal finishes and plastics with minimum adhesion build-up for clean removal after exposure to outdoor elements.

Typical Properties:
- **Backing:** Polyproplene multi-polymer film
- **Adhesive:** Acrylic
- **Total Tape Thickness:** 2.0 mils, 4.0 mils, 6.0 mils
- **Adhesion to Steel:** 9 oz/in.
- **Tack Level:** Moderate
- **Tensile Strength:** 2500 psi (1.7 MPa)
- **Elongation:** 700% (2009W) / 800% (4009W & 6009W)

Features
- Low blocking acrylic adhesive for ease of unwind to help reduce labor.
- Repositionable for ease of application to help reduce waste and labor.
- White colored backing to help reduce risks of high sunlight heat exposure for ease of removability.
- U.V. resistant film backing to help reduce risk of film degradation from U.V. exposure to help reduce rework.
- Abrasion resistant backing to help reduce damage from rail dust, stone chips and iron filings to help reduce rework.

Application Ideas:
- Automotive – paint protection (to the dealer).

*ADHESION VALUE DETERMINED AS ADHESIVE ONLY

WALCO MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The Typical Properties listed above are not to be construed as specification. User is responsible for determining whether the Walco product is fit for a particular purpose and is suitable for a user’s method of application. Walco assumes no obligations or liability for any advice furnished by it, or for results obtained with respect to any product(s). All such advice is given at the buyer’s risk, regardless of the legal theory asserted.

Limitation of Remedies and Liability: If the Walco product is proved to be defective, THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY, AT WALCO’S OPTION, SHALL BE TO REFUND NO MORE THAN THE PURCHASE PRICE OF OR TO REPAIR OR REPLACE THE WALCO PRODUCT PROVEN TO BE DEFECTIVE. In no event shall Walco be liable for loss or damages, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including negligence, warranty, or strict liability. No waiver, alteration, additions or modifications of the foregoing conditions shall be valid unless made in writing and manually signed by an officer of Walco Corporation.